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Abstract. The unsteady motion of a viscous compressible rotating gas bounded 
by a single infinite disk is studied when small amplitude torsional oscillations are 
superimposed on the disk. The generation and propagation of waves due to the 
interactions of compressibility, viscosity and rotation during the transient evolu- 
tion is discussed. In comparison with the non-oscillatory case, the forcing frequ- 
ency of the disk is  capable of inducing several additional interesting features. 
1. Introduction 
The dynamics of homogeneous rotating fluids is basically concerned with the motion 
of a fluid bounded by one or two disks, as the fluid adjusts from one state of 
rigid rotation to another state of rigid rotation or oscillation about a state of' rigid 
rotation. Such models provide valuable insight into physical problems which are of 
interest in astrophysics and geophysics. The relevance of rotatingfluid theory to 
physical situations like solar spin down is well known and described by Howard etall. 
R The theory of compressible rotating gases is important in relation to gas centrifuges 
used for the enrichment of uranium and has applications in nuclear physics. 
In view of these applications, the theory of rotating fluids is useful in defence science. 
Viscous incompressible flows due to oscillating disk or disks are well knownin 
l i t e ra t~ re~~~a* ,  These works deal with the study of interactions between viscous 
diffusion, Coriolis force and inertial oscillations leading to the formation of modified 
Stokes layers on a single disk or two disks seperated by a finite distance. Unsteady 
motion of a compressible gas has recently been investigated by Iwao Harada5 wherein 
the motion is created by subjecting the angular velocity of the disk to a small impul- 
sive change. The effect of compressibility on inertial oscillations and the unsteady 
Ekman layer are investigated. 
It is well known that the rigid rotation of the fluid provides a restoring mechanism 
in the fluid and makes wave motion possible. It is also well known that viscosity 
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provides a source of diffusivity and results in the propagation of diffused waves in the 
fluid. Thus it will be of importance and interest to investigate the rich properties of 
wave motion possible in a compressible rotating gas. Infact, the problem described 
by Iwao Haradas itself needs a reconsideration in exploring the wave mechanism. 
Motivated by these aspects, the physical problem concerning the unsteady motion 
of a compressible rotating gas created by superimposing torsional oscillations on the 
disk is studied. The aim of the paper is to explore the wave phenomena during the 
transient time in addition to the usual investigations on the boundary layer and the 
flow outside. It is established that the unsteady flow is marked by the propagation of 
shear type decaying wave trains generated by the triangular interaction between 
diffusion, compressibility and inertial oscillations. The torsional oscillations imposed 
on the disk bring into effect some additional wave modes and additional characters 
which will be absent either in the non-oscillatory case or in the case of an incompre- 
ssible fluid. Also, the compressibility and the forcing oscillations manifest together 
in introducing multiple boundary layers on the disk. 
2. Formulation 
A compressible gas is assumed to fill the space above an infinite disk situated at 
z' = 0 with reference to cylindrical polar coordinates (r', +', 2'). Prior to time 
i' = 0, the whole system is in a state of rigid rotation at angular speed Q about the 
z' axis. At time t'  -0, the boundary angular speed is impulsively changed to Q + p  AQ - 
exp (in 't'). The disk acts as a sink or source to the gas according as p > 0 or 
p c 0. The characteristic values of length, velocity, time, temperature and density 
are taken as L, !2L, !2-I, To and PC. Assuming small values of the Rossby nuniber 
E = AQlQ, the variables are expanded in series of powers of e. If the non-dimen 
sional velocity components of the fluid measured relative to a rotating frame with 
angular velocity fi are (u*, v*, w*), we write 
and similar expressions for v* and MJ*. Here P o  - exp (gy MY), M is the Mach 
number and the starred variables are non-dimensional. The notation used in Iwao 
Harada5 is followed and not repeated here. The axisymmetric flow is considered with 
respect to a rotating frame with angular velocity c. Linearising the equations govern- 
ing mass, momentum and energy and the equation of state for a perfect gas and then 
using the stretched variables for the boundary layer flow as 
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the following differential equations are obtained representing the flow under boundary 
layer appr oximation6. 
where E is the Ekman number, P, is the Prandtl number, M is the Mach number and 
y is the ratio of specific heats. In writing the above equations, the superscripts and 
the subscripts are dropped. The initial and boundary conditions are 
tl = 0, v = P exp (int), w = 0, e = 0 at C = 0 (t  > O), 
u + 0, lim v, lim e exist as 5: -+ oo, 
- 
where n = n'la. Using the Laplace transform, the differential equations for the 
transfbrmed variables are 
[LC + ( 1  - Pr) s] $ = - 4 (s2  - 1) ii 
- 
p + i = o  
where 
a2 1 Lt = --;. - s, 8' = 1 + ( y  - 1 )  Pr M2r2. 
b 
a< a 
The Laplace transformed boundary conditions are 
- - - 
ii - 0, v = P/(s - in) ,  w = 0, 8 = 0 at 5: = 0 
ii -+ 0, e + finite values as 1: + oo. 
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3. Solution 
It is difficult to solve the Eqns. (1) to (6) subject to the boundary conditions (7) and 
(8 )  in the case Pr # 1. However, the effects of compressibility on the flow system 
can be still studied by assuming the Prandtl number as unity. Further, no terms 
will be lost by this assumption in the steady solution in the non-oscillatory case. 
The solution for the transformed variables when Pr = 1 is given by 
& = -- iP  (hl - h2), 28 (s  - in) 
- 
- 
v = [ (8" 1) ho + 1 82 ( S  - in) 2 
where 
ho = exp ( - C q s ) ,  hlY2 = exp (-C 2/s f 2i8 ). 
Inverting these functions, the solution for the original variables is given by 
V = 
1 ' 2a2 - l )  [ (6' - 1) fo + j- (f, + f,) ] exp ( in*) (10) 
8 = 1 
- I )  [ j~ - j- (fil + f 2 ) ]  exp(int) 6 (1 1) 
2P (a2 - W = --lf [ 1 - exp (- C2/4t) ] [ 1 - cos 2St 62 (7Ct)l l z  
+ 28 (a2 - 1) (in)1l2 62 [ go + erf dint] exp ( in t )  
+ erf dz)] exp ( int)  - 'P ('" 4a2 ' 1  f;. [f, + f,] exp ( int) 
nt n2 
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g, + erf \/I=)] exp (int) + ( 
where 
no = n, nl = n + 26, n, = n - 28, 
- iP [l + A. -iQn (a2--1) , - - 1 (62 - 1) Al= -g- 82 1 - 2a2 
- r 
fd = exp (C din , )  erfc (z77i + \/G) 
dG7) + exp (- < v/%) erfc ( - 
gt = exp (< dinr) erfc (& + \/=) 1 
- 
- exp (- C erfcL. - - dinit ) (2>t 
The steady state solution is obtained by taking the limit t -t 00. 1 
U = 
iP exp (int) 
2, [ e x p ( - - C d G ) - e x p ( - C d K ) ]  
v - 
B exp (int) 1 
62 
- 
- 1) exp (- F d i n )  + 5 exp (- c ~i;;;) 
2p (az - 1) I 
8 = 62 exp (int) [exp (- F \/in) - i, cxp (-F f z l )  
exp (- 7, 2/z) - (inz)-llQxp (- C 2/G2)-(inl)-l/2+ j(in2)-1/2 / 1 
- 
(82 - I )  [exp ( - c din,) + exp (- C +I/%) 
2S2 "1 n2 1 
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- (in,)-3/2 - ( i n 2 ) - ~ / ~ ] }  exp (inr) (18) 
4. Discussion and Results 
\ Wuve motion in the boundary Z~yers 
The solution represented by Eqns. (9) - (12) gives a unified representation of the 
initial Rayleigh flow, the inertial oscillations and Ekman-Stokes layers on the disk. 
The presence of the error functions shows that the spin-up process admits generation 
and propagation of diffused waves. To demonstrate this we make use of a result 
due to Strand (6)  on the representation of complementary error function wtih complex 
argument. Strand (6)  has shown that for x > 0, y >, 0, 
erfc (x + iy) = (p (x,y) exp (- 2 ixy) 
where 
\ yo (x)  = erfc x .  
( -  x - iy) = - erf (x + iy) and erf (x  - iy) = erf (x + iy), these cases 
covered by the above expressions, but the case x = 0 is not covered. 4 ( x ,  y) 
function and 4 (x.y) -+ 0 as x-+oo. Using the Strand series, the functions 
be expressed as follows. For convenienee of interpretting the boundary 
and to study the relative roles of various effects on the flow, the origion- 
- 
variables are used. If E* = (52 E/Po)1'2 and C = 2/252n, E'"L, we have 
Case (i)\z1 > Ct ' 
fl exp (int) = exp (- 2iS52t1) 
z' - Ct' - {q ( ~ E * L ~ P '  d ~ n l t , / 2 )  exp (- d ~ n ,  z * / d ~ * ~ )  
' d ~ 2 )  exp (.\/an1 z~ / .~ / zE*L  :I * ( ZE*L J? ) J 
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Case (ii) z' < Ct' 
f, exp (int) = exp (- 2i8Qt') 
z' + Ct' 
+ " ~ ~ E L ~ \ / I S .  , z/n-2) exp ( ~ G Z ~ I , E Z C )  } 
where the superscript(') denotes dimensional quantity. The other functions f, and g, 
appearing in the solution can also be expanded using the Strand series and the lengthy 
expressions are not presented to save space. 
Expressed in this from, the function f, clearly shows the wave like behaviour and 
expresses vorticity as diffusion from a source travelling with velocity 2/2(n' + 26Q) 
E*L away from the disk. Equation (19) represents the flow ahead of the wave front 
and Eqn. (20) represents the flow behind the wave front. The effective decay length 
of the wave is ~/TE*L/.\/~' + 2SQ so that the wave damps out in a time of order 
(n' + 23Q)-1. This attenuation of the wave system is a consequence of the interaction 
of the diffusing shear layer with inertial oscillations, Coriolis force and compressi- 
bility. The second term in Eqn. (19) or Eqn. (20) is the mirror image of the 
travelling source. The last term in Eqn. (20) leads to the steady Ekman-Stokes state. 
The terms in Eqn. (12) containing f,, j;, g,, g2 correspond to propagation of 
diffusing waves with velocities 2/2 1 n' f 26f1 1-E*L and penetrate through distances 
of order v 2E*L ,/ 1 n' , 288 1 . The distance of penetration of these waves ieduce 
to a modified Stokes layer of thickness order L/2E*L/,/ I n' f 2Q 1 in the case of 
an incompressible fluid (8 = 1). This, in turn, will be a Stokes layer of thickness 
order (v/nf) '2 if nl> > Q  and the viscous force balances the acceleration. It will be 
an Ekman layer when n' (<Q and the viscous force would balance the Coriolis 
force. 
The term in Eqn. (18) containing go, namely @din- - 1)S-$ exp (int) arises due 
to the presence of the forcing frequency n of the disk. When expanded using Strand 
series, this shows the existence of diffused wave motion with phase velocity 2 / 2 7  E*L 
and the wave decays over a distance of order d 2 ~ * ~ / 2 / > .  Thus the forcing 
frequency of the disk not only influences the wave motion existing in the non-oscilla- 
tory case but also induces new waves in addition to those observed in the non- 
oscillatory case. 
In the case of low frequency oscillations n' < < 26Q, the waves represented by the 
term containing go travel slower than the other waves occuring in the solution given 
by Eqn. (12). The depths of penetration of various wave systems are of order 
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so that the depth of penetration, in effect, is of order 1/2E*~ 2/x It is of interest to  
note that even small values of the forcing frequency alters the depth of penetration of 
the waves observed in the non-oscillatory case. 
For high frequency oscillations n' >> 26Q, the velocities of propagation of 
-
various wave modes is of order d212' E*L and the decay length is of order 2/2E*L/ 
,/?. In this case also the term containing go in Eqn. (12) plays a significant role 
in determining the decay length. Further the amplitude of the waves given by this 
term is of order 2/nm(62 - 1)S-2P whereas the waves given by other terms in Eqn. 
( I  2) have amplitudes of order (Qln') a (a2 - 1) : a = $, 1, $. Consequently the 
waves induced by the forcing frequency n and represented by the term containing go 
have larger amplitudes in comparison with other waves when n is large. The effects 
of compressibility and rotation become relatively unimportant when high frequency 
oscillations are imposed on the disk. 
The case I n f 28 I << 1 is of special interest. The decay length tends to 
be large as n -t f 26 (n' 4 2 28Q). The frequencies n' = f 26Q are resonant 
frequencies, which reduce to n' = & 2Q for an incompressible fluid. 
The first term in Eqn. (12) shows that the fluid region also supports stationary 
waves and the fluid region diffuses parabolically with a characteristic diffusion 
constant 2EQpO-l L2. The other terms in Eqn. (12) containing erf J i (n f  + 2SZz)t' 
- 
and erf , / in't l  lead to final steady Ekman-Stokes state for a compressible gas. 
Steady mot,ion in the boundary layer and theflow outside 
The ultimate steady state solution given by Eqns. (15)-(18) shows the existence of 
multiple boundary layers on the disk, of thickness orders 
The first mentioned layer is absent in the non-oscillatory case (n' = 0). For low 
frequency oscillations the boundary layer is effectively a Stokes layer of thickness 
order E*L, since the later two layers manifesting mainly through Coriolis force 
and compressibility effects are of smaller thickness. In the case of high frequency 
oscillations the boundary layers will all penetrate to a depth of same order. Thus for 
both low and high frequency oscillations, it is the Stokes layer of thickness order 
~*~2/2/n;- that  is effectively formed on the disk and it is only for the intermediate 
frequencies that the compressibility plays a major role in determining the boundary 
layer thickness. When the exponentials in the steady solution decay, the remaining 
terms give an interior flow independent of C. In the non-oscillatory case this interior 
flow in w corresponds to a secondary flow similar to that arising in the spin-up 
problems for incompressible fluids. The value of w as < 4 oo shall estimate the 
suction velocity at infinity, but for the non-linear corrections. 
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The azimuthal velocity v tends to zero as C tends to infinity in the non-oscillatory 
case of an incompressible fluid. The compressibility of the fluid brings into effect 
(when n = 0) a non-zero azimuthal velocity at the edge of the boundary layer. It 
is of interest to note that even for a compressible gas the presence of the forcing 
frequency of oscillation of thedisk will again reduce the azimuthal velocity at the 
edge of the boundary Layer to zero. The same is true with the temperature also. 
5. Conclusion 
It is established that the oscillations of the disk produce additional waves in compari- 
son with the non-oscillatory case. These waves penetrate through longer distances 
in the fluid when the frequency is small. The compressible Stokes layers on the 
disk observed in the non-oscillatory case are modified by the frequency of oscillation. 
Further, a new layer exists due to the frequency of oscillation. Thus the frequency 
ofoscillation plays a major role in determining the thickness of the compressible 
Stokes layer and is a mechanism of controlling the thickness of the boundary layer 
on the disk. Thus the theory is useful in defence oriented fluid dynamic problems 
like the one of gas centrifuges. 
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